The SCOOP:
Date: June 1st, 2020
Meeting: Statewide Meeting
Meeting YouTube Link:  https://youtu.be/M5A158D9Vj8

Create Better Health Notes, News and Updates:
Agenda items – June 1st, 2020

Heidi

Thank you to everyone! You are all amazing. Please continue to help by following the guidelines below:

- Hiring Freeze
- Everyone needs to cut 2-3 hours a week from now until the end of the year - In approvals I noticed not all have taken a reduction. We need you all to assist.
- No spending on anything until the end of year
- No travel
- Farmers Feeding Utah
- COVID news, rules and regulations for CBH (Please note: You MUST follow the CBH guidelines they are specific to our. Program and are NOT the same as other entities)
  1. Annual Conference
     - Annual Conference will not be in person this fall. We will be doing an online version. Please keep the days and times available. October 12-14 (more details will come in the next month). Annual Conference has been postponed and pushed back to 2021, at the West Valley Embassy Suites.
     - We want to still recognize our significant partners. We most likely will not highlight all, and need excellent write ups from you all.
  2. Face to Face
     - We are not and have no plans to open up to face-to-face at this time. With all the towns opening and increasing in covid cases, we will not be reaching our audience through face to face work. At all. This puts you, them, USU, and FNS at risk and liable. This is not something you are allowed.
     - Dropping materials off, helping at a community garden, dropping off BPFYN (not staying) are allowed under the following conditions. A. You do contact tracking. What does that mean, every single person you come in contact with and everywhere you go you track it and turn in to Amalia weekly. *These options still put people at risk, and it is determined that tracking will allow for us to track who may possibly be contaminated. Or may contaminate you.
     - We need to track who is doing it at gardens - You MUST tell LaCee if you are helping with one and we need to know the plan for your work
     - Continue with your great work. Keep positive. You are doing well and you are reaching many. Keep at it.

Farmers Feeding Utah
- Farmers Feeding Utah is a PSE effort that CBH is a key partner on. Farmers Feeding Utah works towards helping farmers, through donations (which LaCee sent out for our new food drive), donations then buy commodities from Utah Farmers. The commodities are donated to people in need. We are creating food security and food access. The way you can help.
- Get those pantry assessments in ASAP
- Share the social media information from Farmers Feeding Utah.

Casey
• Pears survey- please complete the 2020 Pears satisfaction survey sent by Kansas State by June 17, 2020. The survey will take around 10 minutes. The Pears team uses the responses to improve the system annually.

LaCee

• Pantry survey. These surveys are urgently needed in order for your pantries to be considered for a Farmers Feeding Utah donation. Please complete them as soon as possible.
• Double Up Food Bucks. This year the program will match up to $30 per market per day.
• Farmers Feeding Utah replaces Food Bank drive. Please share materials from the state social media team concerning Farmers Feeding Utah and their website farmersfeedingutah.org.

Marcia

• Enter your employee wellness surveys this week
• June Trainings: June 1, June 10, June 15, June 24

Social Media

• Candi @ Create Better Health
• Hiram @ Captain Create
• Ashley @ Utah SNAP-Ed Works
• Kate @ Kids Create!

Upcoming events or reminders

Social Media Updates:

Social Media To Do List
This week would you please do the following:
• Create Better Health: Like, comment, and/or share two posts from the Create Better Health Facebook page.
• Create Better Health Stories: Watch at least two Create Better Health Utah Facebook and/or Instagram stories. Answer any polls, quizzes, or questionnaires within the stories.
• Captain Create: Watch, like, and share one Captain Create video.
• SNAP-Ed Works: Share Utah SNAP-Ed Works with a partner or local policy maker.

Thank you from your CBH Social Media Team. Have a great week!
**Protocol Manual Reminder of the Week:**

**GOOGLE CALENDAR CHANGES**

Below (and attached) are three examples of correct Google calendar entries. (Props to Utah County – from whence these came.) Perhaps seeing some visual samples will help everyone recognize if they are entering their classes the right way. Also, please remember to go in and add CANCELED to any live, face-to-face classes that are/were canceled due to COVID 19 quarantine. We need to have a record of classes that were scheduled and did not occur. We also need to have CANCELED on there to signal Candi not include the events in social media or on your county newsletter.

**County Sharing:**

**County Sharing Notes June 1st, 2020:**

**Group #1 -**

**Beaver**

- Just hired Laraine Hollingshead and she is working on orientation and training

**Box Elder**

- Becky has been working on Facebook stories.
- Michelle is working on Facebook posts and is helping with the local community garden with recipes.

**Cache**

- Teaching through Facebook in English and Spanish and sharing through social media in English and Spanish.
- Working in Community garden, it has been planted.
- Waiting for permission to get into the Farmers market for Buy Produce for your neighbor

**Carbon**
• Teaching Food, Fun and Reading, Create Better Health Adult class and is going to be starting a CBH preteen class.
• There is a new community garden being built and they are actively setting up to help with that.

Davis

• Rachel coming back from Maternity leave – Welcome back!
• Working with 2-3 farmers markets to set up Buy Produce for your Neighbor
• Farm Fresh series with partners – live class via zoom, will most likely record and post to Facebook after
• Kids fair moving to online and will be sharing information via the online set up

Iron

• Working on Social Media
• Sending Piute tribe lessons via video.
• Helping with a community meal

Juab

• Social Media Efforts
• Facebook lives classes – Youth and Adult
• Newspaper article on rice
• Community garden – watering and caring for

Millard

• Editing video for a youth drive by day camp
• Making videos for Farm Fresh foods classes
• Food Fun and Reading classes for local libraries to share on their social media

Piute

• Social media efforts
• Community gardens are planted

**County Sharing Schedule:**

**Group 1:**

Beaver, Box Elder, Cache, Carbon, Davis, Duchesne, Emery, Garfield, Iron, Juab, Kane, Millard, Piute

  o Please be prepared to share on the following dates: June 1st, July 6th, August 3rd

**Group 2:**


  o Please be prepared to share on the following dates: June 15th, July 20th, August 17th

**Chat Box From Meeting (Names entered here are on the roll) –**

10:00:36 From Becky Egli : Becky Egli - Box Elder
10:00:44 From Chris Jessen - Piute : Chris Jessen - Piute
10:00:45 From Emma Parkhurst : Emma Parkhurst - Davis
10:00:46 From LaCee Jimenez : LaCee Jimenez - State Office
10:01:07 From Sierra Hill : Sierra Hill- Weber County
From Marianne: Marianne Davis _Sevier

From Hiram Wigant: Hiram Wigant - Social Media

From Debbies iPad: Debbies Elmer-Wasatch

From Mary Anna Henke: Mary Anna Henke - Millard

From Tricia Mathis: Tricia Mathis - Wasatch

From Ann Henderson: Box Elder - Ann Henderson

From Teresa Hunsaker: Teresa Hunsaker - Weber

From Cindy Nelson: Cindy Nelson-Beaver

From Lauren McCoy: Lauren McCoy - Iron

From Gretchen Blakey: Gretchen Blakey - Sanpete County

From Kaylee Anderson: Kaylee Anderson - Utah

From Andrea Schmutz: Andrea Schmutz - Washington

From Paola Johnson: Paola Johnson - Cache

From Gabri's iPhone: Gabriela Porter - Utah

From iPad (3): When you say going to grocery store is that if we go to grocery store for work food demonstration on videos or grocery shopping for personal needs?

From Jocelin Gibson: Jocelin Gibson - State Office

From Kendyl: Kendyl Radle-Davis

From Heidi LeBlanc: Contact tracking - is for work and personal. In order to be able to do pieces of our work - everyone you come in contact with is included - personally and work related.

From Emily Smith: Emily Smith - Cache

From Heidi LeBlanc: To Create Better Health (privately): Gaby Porter privately messaged me. She is on.

From Kristi Strongo: Kristi Strongo - State Office

From Marcia Gertge: Marcia Gertge - State Office

From Shayla Shearer: Shayla Shearer, Social Media

From Kaitlin: Kaitlin Waters - salt lake

From Melanie Jewkes: Melanie Jewkes -- Salt Lake

From Anny's iPad: Anny Galvin - Cache

From Hiram Wigant: Casey, to clarify. For FB pages that haven't changed, leave the impact field blank.

From Heidi LeBlanc: To Create Better Health (privately): Gaby Porter privately messaged me. She is on.

From Kristi Strongo: Kristi Strongo - State Office

From Marcia Gertge: Marcia Gertge - State Office

From Shayla Shearer: Shayla Shearer, Social Media

From Kaitlin: Kaitlin Waters - salt lake

From Melanie Jewkes: Melanie Jewkes -- Salt Lake

From Anny's iPad: Anny Galvin - Cache

From Hiram Wigant: Casey, to clarify. For FB pages that haven't changed, leave the impact field blank.

For the social media team, do we just leave it blank also unless we've changed anything because of COVID, right?

From Candi Merritt: Candi Merritt - Social Media

From Kate Chappell: Kate Chappell - State Office/ Wayne

From Celina: Celina Wille

From Kathleen Riggs: Kathy R - Iron

From Rachel Brower: Rachel Brower - Utah

From Debbie's iPad: I'm not sure how I feel about the Tracker app. is there a way to remain employed and not use the app?

From Heidi LeBlanc: To Create Better Health (privately): Yes Debbie - to work just from home.

From Heidi LeBlanc: Yes. Debbie. Work just from home.

From Anny's iPad: Anny Galvin-Cache

From Hiram Wigant: DUFB increase is amazing news! Wow!

From Cheryl Lines: Is there something we can post on Facebook about double up food bucks

From Rachel Brower: will any farmers market that accepts SNAP and EBT be doing double up food bucks?

From Candi Merritt: A post all about this is coming to createbetterhealth.org on Wednesday.

From Rachel Brower: Thanks LaCee!

From Kristi Strongo: It may be helpful to know that the tokens don't need to be used all in the day they get them and the DUFB tokens can be used in any market that accepts them.

From Kathleen Riggs: County Commissioner is here gotta go!

From Eva Timothy: Eva Timothy-Millard County

From Becky Egli: Can we know what the upcoming Nutrition hot topic will be so we don't ask the same question by chance! (if we do have another topic/question for you Casey).

From Casey Coombs: Nutrition Hot Topics include: Follow-up from the last one re: red meat and inflammation and cholesterol in eggs. New topics: nutrient-drug interactions & iron content in dried v. Fresh fruit

From LaCee Jimenez: So excited for your recipes!

From Heather: Heather-Carbon